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Abstract: The present paper describes the process of ordering of university subjects. The 
evaluations corresponding to the expert’s reliability score and all expert opinions about the 
evaluation of the relation between different disciplines utilize the theory of intuitionistic fuzzy 
sets.  
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1. Introduction  
 
The precise distribution of the order of the university subjects is very important for the 
quality of the training process. Usually, the development of a new training plan and even 
changes in already existing plans cost a lot of time and resources. The process takes into 
consideration different conditions and restrictions. Students undertake a range of various 
disciplines corresponding to their university specialty. In the course of their education they 
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are to receive training on the respective subjects, as well as to be given premises for future 
training subjects, based on the current ones. The courses are strictly connected in an order 
that makes their learning effective.  

In a series of research, the authors studied some of the most important processes of 
functioning of universities. In [6,7] the authors presented a Generalized net model of the process 
of logical ordering of the study subjects, accounting on the needs of the students’ university 
training. In the present paper we use evaluations corresponding to the expert’s reliability score 
and all expert opinions about the evaluation of the relation between different disciplines 
represented by intuitionistic fuzzy form (for the concept of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set (IFS, see 
[1])). In [3, 4, 5] intuitionistic fuzzy interpretations of multi-person multi-criteria decision 
making are described. In [3] the criteria that experts use, have been ordered linearly. In [4] this 
idea is extended – there it is constructed a procedure that gives the possibility to use particular 
orders, i.e., orders represented by directed graphs.  

 
2. About the experts who order disciplines 

Let there be m experts E1, E2, … Em, n disciplines for logical ordering D1, D2, …, Dn and q 
criterions C1, C2, … Cq.  

Let each expert have his current reliability score ii νµ ,  ∈ [0, 1]×[0, 1]. The score reflect the 
degree of the competence of the expert (µ) and the non-competence (ν) about disciplines for the 
respective specialty and their parameters.   

The degree of uncertainty π=1-µ-ν represents those cases where the expert did not engage 
with final opinion about the current discipline. 

To illustrate the expert's reliability score we will give the following example: an expert makes 
10 prognoses for the disciplines that will be in the working plan for one abstract university 
specialty. Four of the disciplines are in the working plan, in 3 of the cases he failed and in the rest 
two cases he did not engage about the result. That is why we determine his competence score as 
(0.4, 0.3). 

In the course of training in the current specialty, there are disciplines that do not have 
previous ones and disciplines, dependant on one another. Each expert orders the disciplines on 
the square index matrix (IM) [2]  
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where 
i

DD tp
a ,  is the evaluation of the relation between discipline Dp and discipline Dt from the i-th 
expert (we assume that i-th expert's knowledge reliability may differ over different disciplines);  
1 ≤ i

DD tp
a , ≤ 0; p = 1, 2, …, n; t = 1, 2, …, n. 
As a result, we will obtain m different IMs. 
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Now, we can construct an IM containing the aggregated estimations with the form  
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where 
tp DD ,δ  and 

tp DD ,ε  can be calculated as 
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for p = 1, 2, …, n; t = 1, 2, …, n and p ≠ t. 

tptp DDDD ,, ,εδ  represents all expert opinions about the evaluation of the relation between 

discipline Dp and discipline Dt, tp DD ,δ , 
tp DD ,ε  ∈ [0, 1] and 

tp DD ,δ + 
tp DD ,ε ≤ 1.  

 
According to the aggregated estimations we can order disciplines on the vertices of a graph. 

The highest vertices of this graph will correspond to the disciplines which have highest value of 
the evaluation of the relation to the other disciplines (maximal 

tp DD ,δ  and minimal
tp DD ,ε ). The 

second top-down vertices interpret the disciplines with lower value of the evaluation and etc. The 
lowest vertices of the graph will correspond to the disciplines which have lowest value of the 
evaluation of the relation to the other disciplines (minimal 

tp DD ,δ  and maximal
tp DD ,ε ). There are 

no arcs between vertices which are incomparable, i.e. evaluation 〈0, 0〉. 
For a concrete order of the disciplines in the semesters the criterions have to be used. The 

criterions are parameters of specialty, for example: minimum and maximum lecture hours per 
semester; number of examines; number of credits and etc. 

 
3 Conclusions  

The present method shall be quite useful when searching for an objective answer on the basis 
of subjective initial data. Having in mind the experts' rehabilitee scores with respect to their 
reliability score hitherto (objective data), and their present evaluations (subjective data), we try to 
derive an objective estimation about the current event, so that it would cover the estimations of 
the widest possible circle of people involved.  
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